Chang and Kadin have shown that if the difference hierarchy over NP collapses to level k, then the polynomial hierarchy (PH) is equal to the kth level of the difference hierarchy over E~. We simplify their poof and obtain a slightly stronger conclusion: if the difference hierarchy over NP collapses to level k, then PH collapses to (P~P_ l)_tt) NP, the class of sets recognized in polynomial time with k-1 nonadaptive queries to a set in NP NP and an unlimited number of queries to a set in NP. We also extend the result to classes other than NP: For any class C that has <Pro-complete sets and is < NP r " "" (alternatively, closed under P closed under < p .-and _ ~ -eaucnons -< d~sj-and --conJ <,~~ if the difference hierarchy over C collapses to level k, then PH c = (P~P_ 1).tt) C. Then we show that the exact counting class C=P is closed P and < ~,~ Consequently, if the difference hierarchy under < dis j" _ tpNa "~PP In over C_P collapses to levei k, then PHPP(--PH c=p) is equal to ~ (k-1)-tt) 9 contrast, the difference hierarchy over the closely related class PP is known to collapse. * Richard Beigel was supported in part by NSF Grants CCR-8808949 and CCR-8958528. Richard Chang was supported in part by NSF Research Grant CCR 88-23053. This work was done while Mitsunori Ogiwara was at the Department of Information Science, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Tokyo, Japan. 294 R. Beigel, R. Chang, and M. Ogiwara Finally we consider two ways of relativizing the bounded query class pNP. k_n. the restricted relativization --k-t i D~P~ and the full relativization (P~St) c. If C is NP-hard, then we show that the two relativizations are different unless PH c collapses.
Introduction
Numerous researchers [3] , [5] , [8] - [11] , [16] , [17] , [24] - [27] have studied the Boolean hierarchy over NP. This hierarchy intertwines the query hierarchies over NP, and is identical to the Haussdorf and the difference hierarchies over NP. (Similar relations hold among hierarchies over many classes other than NP [7] .) A central question is whether these hierarchies collapse. Because they stand or fall together, it is sufficient to study a single one. We find that the difference hierarchy is the most amenable to analysis.
Kadin [16] was the first to discover nontrivial structural consequences of the collapse of the difference hierarchy over NP. He showed that if the difference laierarchy over NP collapses, then the polynomial hierarchy is equal to A~. Kadin's result can be understood as translating a collapse of one hierarchy upward to a collapse of a larger hierarchy. Kadin's result was improved by Wagner [25] , who showed that if the difference hierarchy over NP collapses to level k, then the polynomial hierarchy is equal to P~k)-tt, and independently by Chang and Kadin [11] , who showed that if the difference hierarchy over NP collapses to level k, then the polynomial hierarchy is equal to DIFFk(E~), where DIFFk(C ) denotes the kth level of the difference hierarchy over C, defined in Section 2.
In contrast, Beigel et al. [6] have shown that the difference hierarchy over PP is equal to PP, yet it is not known whether this collapse translates upward to PH PP, P~*P, or Wagner's [23] counting hierarchy (CH). 1 None of the questions below has been answered; neither has anyone shown that the answer to any of them is negative even relative to an oracle.
9 Does PH PP collapse? 9 p~P = p~Ptal? 9 Does the counting hierarchy collapse? 9 PSPACE = p*vm?
Separation of the levels of the counting hierarchy relative to an oracle is of special interest, because it is equivalent to separating the levels of the circuit class TCo.
The questions above motivate us to determine precisely which properties of NP cause a collapse of the difference hierarchy over NP to translate upward. For any class C that has _<~-comple~e. sets and is closed under -< r -and _<~P-reductions, we show in Corollary 12 that We write YC to denote the closure of C under ___ NP reductions. We define co-NP many-one reductions as a counterpart of NP many-one reductions.
Definition 5. We say that A is co-NP many-one reducible to B (denoted A _< coNP B) if there exists a constant i and a polynomial-time computable function f of two variables such that
We write VC to denote the closure of C under _< Cm ~ reductions.
Definition 6. We say that A is polynomial-time conjunctive reducible to B (denoted A < p -B) if there exists a polynomial-time computable function f which maps --conJ each input to a finite set of strings such that
We say that A is polynomial-time disjunctive reducible to B (denoted A _< ~isj B) if there exists a polynomial-time computable function f which maps each input to a finite set of strings such that
xeA ~> f(x)c~Br
Before we go on, we need to define the join and symmetric difference of two languages. The "mind-change" technique was developed by Wechsung and Wagner [-27 ] and Beigel [5] in order to prove absolute results about the non-adaptive query hierarchy over NP. In particular, the mind-change technique was used to show that any language in NP Pk-tt can be reduced to X A Y for some language X ~ P and Y e DIFFk(NP ) (which in turn shows that pNek_tt --~ DIFFk+I(NP ) c~ co-DIFFk+I(NP)). This technique was also used to show that pNP ~ NP k-T --P~2~-~)-tt. Chang and Kadin applied a similar technique to the difference hierarchy over Z~ in order to ~ obtain a precise level of collapse in their results. Similarly, we require a relativized version of the mind-change technique. Because we are a bit more careful, we obtain a stronger collapse than Chang and Kadin.
The mind-change lemma, Lemma 9, that we want to prove is stated in a very general form. To assist the reader in understanding this lemma, we first sketch a mind-change proof on a concrete example. We give some details which help illustrate the statement of Lemma 9. The rest of the proof may be found in the literature [5] , [12] , [21] , [24] . We also use the following lemma in Section 4. 
. c hM cannot be extended to a longer alternating chain, A(x, h~t) = A(x, h~,x). Thus, x ~ L ~ A(x, h~t) = true.
However, by the alternating condition of the chain,
Since M is odd iff there is an odd number of true Qi's,
A(x, (25) can be computed in pC Also, Ql(
Qk(X))),
[]
We hope that the preceding proof gives the reader enough intuition to follow a mind-change proof in a more general and abstract setting. In the following lemma, the predicates A, B, and Q~ are analogous to those in Lemma 8. Note that in the next lemma, the longest chain of h's has length k instead of k + 1, and the longest alternating chain has length k -1. Also, there may not be a unique maximal h, hence the condition that A(x, h) be the same for all maximal h.
Lemma 9 (Mind Change). Fix a natural number k. Let ~ be a polynomial-time computable partial order, with minimum element A. Let A and B be two-place predicates. Suppose that (a) there exists a polynomial p such that B(x, h) ~ J h [ <_ p(lx [), (b) for all x, B(x, A) = true, and (c) -'n (~x)(~h l -< " " ~, hk + O[ B( x, h O /x "'/x B(x, hk+t) ].
We say that h is maximal/f
Suppose that the value of A(x, h) is the same for every maximal h, and define Q(x) to be this value. Then the predicate Q is in
Let M be the largest m such that Q,,(x) = true. Let hi ..
... h M be the witness that QM(x) = true. For all h, if h M -< h, then B(x, h) = false or A(x, h) = A(x, hM).
Difference Hierarchies and Relativized Polynomial Hierarchies
Advice for Collapsing Hierarchies
Our main theorem could be obtained by a close inspection of Chang and Kadin's [11] proof for the case C = co-NP. Instead, we present our own proof, which is different and shorter. Our stronger collapse is due to the mind-change lemma in the preceding section. Like Kadin [-16] , we adaptively construct a maximal sequence of "hard" strings of each length, which we call a hard sequence. A single hard sequence allows us to reduce C predicates to co-C predicates for all arguments with length _<n. In the construction of these hard sequences, it is important to exploit the structure of the complete language for the levels of the Boolean hierarchy. Each level of the Boolean hierarchy (or, equivalently, of the difference hierarchy) has several canonical < V~-complete languages. Previous authors have had to consider separate cases for odd k and for even k, because they use the complete languages which have alternating intersections and unions. We consider only one case because we work with the complete languages which have a nested differences structure. Like Wagner [25] , we incorporate one or more hard sequences directly into a polynomial-length advice string, thus avoiding the need to construct sparse oracles as in [16] or almost-tally oracles as in [11] . A major subtlety arises when the hard sequences are used as polynomiallength advice in order to collapse PH c. Recall that a single hard sequence allows us to reduce C predicates to co-C predicates for all arguments with length < n. Then C's closure properties allow us (1) to reduce any NP c predicate to a co-C predicate for all arguments with length _< n.
Consequently, a single hard sequence allows us (2) to reduce any NP NPC predicate to an NP c predicate for all arguments with length _< n.
We perform (2) and then (1) in order to reduce any NP NPc predicate to a co-C predicate. However, (2) produces significantly longer arguments, so we need a different hard sequence when performing (1), Because of the need for two hard sequences, this shows only that pH c ~/DNP ~c
Chang and Kadin devote considerable effort to overcoming this difficulty; they show how to construct both hard sequences, given a single hard sequence of sufficiently greater length. On the other hand, we note that only one hard sequence is needed in order to reduce a pNPC predicate to a pc predicate; thus we show that Fix a positive integer n; we rely on the equation above only for Iwl < kn + 3(k -1). Define Iterating that process, we define Zk-~,.-., Zj+i--stopping when j = l or when there exists no j-hard string of length n--and we define the corresponding functions hk_ 2 . We say that x is 1-easy if hi(x ) ~ L. There are no 1-hard strings. Let x be a particular string of length < n, and let Xk ..... )~+ a be a maximal sequence of hard strings of length n. Then x s L iff x is j-easy. Thus, using the strings Zk ..... )~j+ 1 as advice, we can effectively reduce L to a co-C predicate for arguments of length N n. More precisely, define H to be the set of strings (x, (Zk .... , Xj+I)) such that x is j-easy with respect to Xk ..... Xj+I; that is, the function fj derived from Xk ..... )~j+ 1 witnesses that
It is not hard to see that H is <~P reducible to a set in co-C, so Heco-C, and that xsL iff (X,()~k ..... )~j+l))eL for a maximal sequence of hard strings
We complete the proof by proving two things: Proof of Claim 1. Let Q be any pr~pc predicate. Then Q s pR for some R e NP L.
Assume that R is reducible to L via a nondeterministic Turing machine M running in time r(n). Each computation path of M on x can be encoded into a string of length < r(n), which consists of all nondeterministic guesses and answers obtained from an oracle. Also, x e R iff there is an accepting computation path in which every query answered affirmatively is in L and every query answered negatively is not in L. Define D to be the set of strings (x, (s)) such that there is an accepting computation path of M on x in which every query answered negatively is not in L and every query answered affirmatively is j-easy with respect to (s), where (s) has k -j elements. Since j-easiness with respect to (s) can be tested by a co-C predicate and co-C is closed under P 
.. and ~j+l is (j + 1)-hard of length r(n).
Testing whether an individual string is/-hard is in C; therefore B is a pC predicate. If we drop the restriction that co-C be closed under <go,j-reductions, then we obtain a weaker collapse. It is frustrating that we do not know how to obtain as strong a collapse as above; the need for hard strings for different lengths is the culprit. Proof We note that, for any C,
Q(X)
So, DIFFk(C ) = co-DIFFk(C).e~DIFFk(cO-C ) = co-DIFFk(CO-C). Therefore, the corollary is equivalent to Theorem 10.
[] Thus we extend the results of Kadin [16] , Wagner [25] , and Chang and Kadin [11] :
Proof Assume that DIFFk(NP ) = co-DIFFk(NP). Since NP = ENP and NP has < P-complete sets, Corollary 12 implies PH NP = (P~P_ 1)_tt) NP, so PH = (P~ 1).tt) NP.
[] Our results can be placed in the context of lowness [1] , [4] , though they lose quite a bit of strength in the translation. []
The class C=P was defined by Wagner [23] . For a polynomial-time bounded nondeterministic Turing machine M let # acc~t and # reju be functions mapping x to the number of accepting and rejecting paths of M on x, respectively. A language L belongs to C=P if and only if there exists a polynomial-time bounded nondeterministic Turing machine M such that
We show that C=P is closed under ___~isj-reductions and _<~o-NP reductions. These results have appeared in [19] . Similar closure properties were obtained independently by Gundermann et al. [15] . 
Relativizing Bounded Query Classes .
It is natural to ask whether our The question above is interesting because it involves restricted relativizations.
Relativizing the polynomial hierarchy is straightforward. For example, Z~ 'c can be defined as NP (NPc), and it does not matter that the base NP machine does not have direct access to the oracle C, because it can ask the NP c oracle instead.
However, there are two ways t ~ relativize a bounded query hierarchy. In the first approach, the oracle C is attached to the NP oracle only. This is a restricted Npc 9 . relativization. We denote this class as k-tt, whxch is the class of languages recognized by polynomial-time Turing machines which are allowed k parallel queries to the NP c oracle. In the second approach the polynomial-time base machine can ask k parallel queries to the NP c oracle and polynomially many serial queries to the C r "~C In what oracle. This is a full relativization. We denote this second class as ~ k-t,J 9 follows we show that if C is sufficiently hard, then the two relativizations are different unless PH c collapses. This is an example of natural interest, where we have good circumstantial evidence that restricted relativizations are strictly less powerful than full relativizations.
We have two proofs of this. Both proofs use ideas that are substantially different from those in Ell], [16] , and [25] . The first proof modifies a technique from [2] , and is relatively simple, but it only collapses PH c to (Z~) c. The second proof is more difficult, combining two hard/easy-formulas arguments; it collapses Proof Let Lp, Lpc, and L k be < ~-complete for P, pc, and DIFFk(Npc), respectively. Using relativized versions of the mind-change proof in [5] , it can be shown oNP c
that Lpc A 14 is _<~-complete for ttPNP~Ck-tt) and Lp A L k is <~-complete for Xk_tt (for details consult Lemma 8 and the literature [12] , [21] , and [24] ). Thus Discard all advice constructed so far for length m. For length < m, there is a nonuniform random polynomialtime algorithm to m-reduce Lpc to Lp: Input x; choose a random y ~ S; compute x'; then xELp~ iff x'eLp. The nonuniform randomness can be simulated by incorporating a polynomial number of elements of S into the advice, as in Sch6ning's proof that BPP e P/poly [20] . Exit the loop. Proof Let Lp, Lpc, and LNpc be <~-complete for P, pC, and NP c, respectively. Let L k be defined by L1 = LNpc, Lk+I = {(x,y): xeLNpc or y$Lk}.
(Technically, Lk is not complete for DIFFk(Npc), but rather Fkk is complete for DIFFk(co-Npc).) As we have mentioned before, Lpc/~ Lk is < ~-complete for (P~t) c and Lp/~ L k is _< Pro-complete for -t k-t t Fix a polynomial-time computable function h that performs that reduction. Fix m. We will construct advice that either lets us reduce Lpc to Lp for all strings of length < m or else lets us reduce LNpc to LNpc for all strings of length < m. Let {0, 1} -<m• denote the set of k-tuples of strings of length < m.
